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The AB Dynamic Multi-Asset Income Model Portfolios are four globally diversified portfolios to satisfy two key investor 

needs: income generation and investment growth. These AB portfolios will constantly adapt to evolving market conditions 

using a flexible and dynamic approach. 

Portfolio Update 

Global equity markets experienced increased volatility throughout most of March, as the collapse of US-based Silicon Valley 

Bank and Signature Bank, and later, Credit Suisse triggered fears of broader financial contagion. Banking industry turmoil, 

concern over a potential credit crunch, and uncertainty around the direction of central bank policy revived recessionary fears—

particularly in the US—and drove stocks lower. As the month closed, stocks recovered some losses, and confidence grew that 

further banking system contagion had been averted. Global equities, as measured by the MSCI World Index, closed up 3.09%; 

year to date, the index has gained 7.73% (all returns in US-dollar terms). 

Despite the fear of additional bank failures, the US Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank raised rates by 0.25% and 

0.50%, respectively. Investors reacted negatively to Fed Chair Powell’s hawkish comments, which also stressed the need to 

prioritize fighting inflation but warned against the possibility of rate cuts in 2023. Powell also cautioned that tighter credit 

conditions could follow the crisis, as banks—especially those with significant exposure to the commercial real estate sector—

might slow lending in an attempt to increase liquidity. According to Powell, the macro effect of a credit crunch could “weigh on 

economic activity, hiring, and inflation” and influence future monetary policy decisions, but it could also make avoiding a 

recession considerably more difficult.   

During the month, growth-oriented stocks rose on an absolute basis and outperformed value-oriented stocks, which declined. 

Growth stocks—led by technology companies that had been pressured by rising interest rates throughout most of 2022—

continued to rebound as speculation that the Fed might soon pivot drove rates lower and provided support for longer-duration 

investments. For the year to date, both growth and value stocks rose, but growth stocks significantly outperformed value stocks 

on a relative basis. Sector performance within the MSCI World was mostly positive. The technology and communication services 

sectors outperformed, while financials and real estate underperformed on a relative basis, as the banking system crisis and 

fears of a credit crunch hit those sectors hardest.  

The economic growth outlook became somewhat more uncertain in March. Since the spike in government bond yields that 

began last summer, government treasury bond yields have been volatile since October of last year, rising on inflation fears and 

falling on growth concerns. Growth estimates were lowered in March during the highly publicized deposit outflows from several 

banks. We live in a world where bad news is disseminated instantaneously via social media, necessitating an equally swift policy 

response. In our analysis, the probability of DM recessions has increased—not because we expect further bank failures, but 

because even the perception of increased systemic risk can have the same impact as tightening of financial conditions.  

Based on our assessment of risk conditions and return potential across asset classes, the income models are roughly neutral to 

Global equities through March. Our outlook for equities remains constructive over the medium term. Robust labor markets and 

strong household balance sheets have helped households weather headwinds from high inflation and fiscal drag. We continue 

to see encouraging trends in inflation, with goods inflation reverting to historical trends as normalization in consumption mix, 

better capacity utilization, and improvement in logistics challenges help address some of the primary sources of extreme 

inflation. China’s easing of zero-COVID has progressed much more rapidly than initially expected and is likely to improve growth 

prospects globally. Global policy rate expectations have repriced meaningly, and we expect limited upside to yield from here. 

Amid recent market volatility following stress in the US banking sector, the income models modestly increased their underweight 

to high yield and increased their overweight exposure to Treasuries during the period. 



Asset Allocation Views 

 

*AB Dynamic Multi-Asset Income 0/100 does not allocate to equities.  
†Global High Yield Bonds include bank loans and securitized assets. 
‡Treasuries / Cash / Other include options 

SEC Yields as of March 31, 2023 

AB Model Portfolios SEC Yield 

AB Dynamic Multi-Asset Income 60/40 4.41% 

AB Dynamic Multi-Asset Income 40/60 4.82% 

AB Dynamic Multi-Asset Income 20/80 5.24% 

AB Dynamic Multi-Asset Income 0/100 5.88% 

 

 

Dynamic Position 
–  + 

Key Views 

Global Equity* 

 

• Portfolios are currently close to neutral to global equities.  

• Portfolios trimmed down the overweight to developed-market 
equities during the month 

• Portfolios are now roughly neutral weight emerging-market 
equities. 

Developed-Market 

 

Emerging-Market 

 

Global Fixed Income 

 

• Portfolios modestly increased their underweight to high yield 
bonds 

• Overall, portfolios remain underweight credit and overweight 
rates.  

 
Global High-Yield Bonds† 

 
 

 

 
Emerging-Market Bonds 
  

 

Investment-Grade Bonds 

 

Diversifiers 

 

• Portfolios maintain neutral allocations to real estate.  

• Portfolios slightly increased their overweight exposure to 
Treasuries and cash.  

Real Estate 
 

Treasuries/Cash/ Other‡ 
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A WORD ABOUT RISK 

Alternative Investment Risk: An alternative investment is subject to several risks and is not suitable for all investors. Investing in alternative investments is 
only intended for experienced and sophisticated investors who are willing to bear the high economic risk associated with such an investment. Asset 
Allocation Risk: Diversification and asset allocation may not protect against market risk. All investments have inherent risks, and investors may experience a 
loss. Below Investment-Grade Securities Risk: Investments in fixed income securities with lower ratings (commonly known as “junk bonds”) tend to have a 
higher probability that an issuer will default or fail to meet its payment obligations. Commodity Risk: Commodity-linked investments may experience greater 
volatility than investments in traditional securities. The value of commodity-linked investments may be affected by financial factors, political developments, and 
natural disasters. Credit Risk: A bond’s credit rating reflects the issuer’s ability to make timely payments of interest or principal — the lower the rating, the 
higher the risk of default. If the issuer’s financial strength deteriorates, then the issuer’s rating may be lowered, and the bond’s value may decline. Derivatives 
Risk: Derivative instruments such as options, futures, forwards, or swaps can be riskier than traditional investments and may be more volatile, especially in a 
down market. Diversification Risk: Portfolios that hold a smaller number of securities may be more volatile than more diversified portfolios, since gains or 
losses from each security will have a greater impact on the portfolio’s overall value. ETF Risk: Investments in ETFs bear the share of the ETF’s expenses and 
run the risk that the ETF may not achieve its investment objective. Foreign (Non-US) Risk: Non-US securities may be more volatile because of political, 
regulatory, market, and economic uncertainties associated with such securities. Fluctuations in currency exchange rates may negatively affect the value of the 
investment or reduce returns. These risks are magnified in emerging or developing markets. Interest Rate Risk: As interest rates rise, bond prices fall and 
vice-versa — long-term securities tend to rise and fall more than short-term securities. Leverage Risk: Trying to enhance investment returns by borrowing 
money or using other leverage tools magnifies both gains and losses, resulting in greater volatility. Market Risk: The market values of the portfolio’s holdings 
rise and fall from day to day, so investments may lose value. Real Estate Risk: Investments in real estate can decline due to a variety of factors affecting the 
real estate market such as economic conditions, mortgage rates, and availability. REITs may have additional risks due to limited diversification and the impact 
of tax law changes. Sector Risk: Investing a significant portion of assets in any one sector may cause a fund to be more volatile as securities within a specific 
sector can be prone to regulatory action, be more sensitive to interest rate fluctuations, and are the target of increased competition.  
 
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Fund/Portfolio carefully before investing. For copies of our prospectus 
or summary prospectus, which contain this and other information, visit us online at www.abfunds.com or contact your AB representative. Please read the 
prospectus and/or summary prospectus carefully before investing. 
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